
crowd control



Thanks to a strong background of social mediation, France has built up 
indisputable, proven expertise in crowd control, carried out with respect 
for the law and personal rights. 

French law enforcement agencies work closely with French industry to 
continue developing a variety of products suitable for all types of operational 
situation.

This brochure aims to present a complete range of crowd control products 
available on the market. It sets out the various types of crowd control and 
then suggests potential solutions based on products and services from 
companies that are members of the GICAT security cluster.

Security forces have a permanent mission to maintain order. Their scope 
is wide ranging:

 Ü  Marshalling: large peaceful gatherings (concerts, festivals, sports 
events, etc.)

 Ü  Enforcing the law: authorized demonstrations of all types, public 
disturbances (incidences, sit-ins)

 Ü  Restoring order: riots, violence.

Difficulties in carrying out the above are due to: 

 Ü The size and the concentration of people within a defined area in 
urban or rural zones.

 Ü The movement caused by the circulation of people.

 Ü The diverse nature of the demonstrators (peaceful, hostile, etc.) 

Depending on the situation, security forces respond in a restrained, 
proportionate way. 

Crowd control involves employing security measures to protect people or 
protect against them. These measures relate to intelligence, organization, 
equipment, service logistics and training.

The national gendarmerie plays a key role in crowd control in mainland 
France and the overseas territories. Since 1921, this has involved specia-
lized squads for maintaining public order, grouped together in the gendar-
merie mobile or anti-riot police. Based on a code of conduct and ethical 
rules, the anti-riot police restore order in social conflicts on French soil, 
and sometimes abroad, controlling violence with an emphasis on dissua-
sion and manoeuvres to limit the use of force as much as possible. 

To deal with multi-faceted adversaries and forms of contestation, public 
order control has had to develop considerably over the last few decades, 
constantly adapting to the influence of new operational contexts. This 
always involves identifying stakes and susceptibilities and then building up 
measures and solutions, including technical ones, to reduce the risks.

The excellence of the squad mainly stems from the military policemen’s high 
level of skills and training, along with the quality of individual and shared equip-
ment at its disposal, which is a crucial part of the means employed to prevent 
and control law enforcement incidents.

Dealing with a changing world involves modernizing the security forces’ 
equipment, which has become much more diverse. Not only do changes 
in usage policy continue to affect equipment, it is also influenced by tech-
nological progress in response to operational realities. 

As a result, the main goals when acquiring equipment are technical supe-
riority (precision weapons, personal protection, communication, miniaturi-
zation, etc.) and improved reactivity (intelligence procurement, increased 
tactical mobility, lighter equipment, etc.).

LIEUTENANT GENErAL  
BErTrANd SoUBELET

directorate-general  
of the national gendarmerie

director of operations  
and Employment
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CAPACITIES 
“Crowd control” comprises the following functions:

INTELLIGENCE ANd ANTICIPATIoN
Possessing knowledge of a crowd’s movements is vital to provide a fitting response in limited 
time.

Security forces involved in controlling peaceful and non-peaceful crowds need to consider a range 
of security constraints for the crowd itself, third parties and the infrastructures and installations 
they pass through. To carry out tasks like crowd counting, channelling flows of people, detecting 
sudden movements, and predicting routes, digital data can be a precious resource if used 
correctly to find the right the security solution. 

ModELLING ANd rEAL-LIfE SITUATIoNS 
Simulation involves modelling people and their environment to create realistic virtual situations 
that provide a viable substitute for hard-to-access real-life conditions. With the introduction of 
behaviour patterns, crowd modelling can produce a highly realistic dynamic portrayal of tactical 
situations. This type of “behavioural” simulation makes it much easier to understand a crowd’s 
complex and changeable attitudes and also improves training for security forces.

Simulation can be used to anticipate which security measures to put in place and can become 
part of the planning process.

SUrvEILLANCE
Aerial video surveillance and closed-circuit television
Footage from aerial video surveillance and closed-circuit television is currently capable of 
exceptional image analysis, combining great precision with very high definition, in all weathers and 
locations. It has become an indispensible intelligence tool for detecting and identifying abnormal 
or suspect behaviour that is often difficult to identify by human resources during crowd control.

Video surveillance perfectly supplements human resources and reduces the need for them.  
It also provides highly reliable proof. 

These modern video surveillance systems are generally connected up to command and control 
centres, also known as C2, which not only process information received from their own systems 
in real time, but are also frequently equipped to integrate in real time almost all information 
received from other sensors.

drones
Drones can be used as part of crowd control to supply real-time information in the form of aerial 
images, overcoming natural and artificial obstacles.

Drones can visualize “zones of interest” and make reliable appraisals of the environment in which 
events under surveillance take place. They provide a valuable decision-making aid for authorities 
responsible for security and provide irrefutable visual proof, in particular when incidents arise or 
activities degenerate, or when people’s security is involved. 

Aerial drones provide a crowd-control aid at a lower cost, offering a rapid overview that can be 
used to decide whether to use resources on the ground, or in the air, how to use them best and 
how many.

CoMMUNICATIoN SySTEMS
Running crowd control operations requires access to diverse and appropriate means of 
communication. 

They should permit the operations commander to give out orders and instructions, coordinate 
the action of people out on the field, pass on information and account to authorities in real time. 
They should be plentiful, autonomous and mobile to guarantee permanent transmission, whatever 
the changes in situation and whatever the state of telecommunications networks. 

CoNTroL ANd CoMMANd CENTrE
To manage crowd control operations, you need access to a command centre located as close to 
the event as possible, equipped with information and communication systems for assessing the 
situation, running operations and informing the authorities.

A command centre should be able to inform and supply authorities with suitable information for 
appraising the local situation and rapidly evaluating the action required. It should make it easier 
to use security forces and coordinate action between the different resources deployed. It should 
be modular, autonomous and mobile, and easy to set up for quick action in the operation zone.

LAw ENforCEMENT ProTECTIoN
To satisfy the level of excellence required by mobile crowd control units, French protection 
equipment has been constantly developing over recent decades, in terms of the level of protection, 
comfort and flexibility. 

Because security forces can find themselves faced with highly unusual situations, we have 
developed a comprehensive, coherent range of protection items and non-lethal weapons that 
can be adapted to match specific law enforcement requirements.  

INTErMEdIATE rESoUrCES for SECUrITy forCES
So-called “intermediate” weapons are an alternative means of defence that can be used to 
protect, dissuade, intimidate and counter attack appropriately.

The objective is to protect security forces without harming opponents or causing them irreversible 
damage, to manage and contain the action of  “demonstrators” or law breakers without bringing 
about irreversible injury or other accidents. 
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MoBILITy
Vehicles adapted to security force missions offer mobility, protection and flexibility. These 
armoured vehicles often dissuade by their simple appearance. They offer the police essential 
mobility for rapid deployment. They can be adapted to provide security forces with a response 
that matches the threat in hand. An armoured vehicle is also a major asset for protecting convoys, 
control points and strategic installations. Lastly, armoured vehicles make it easy to evacuate 
injured civilians and police from dangerous zones.

TrAINING, AdvICE ANd ASSISTANCE
French security forces have developed efficient usage guidelines that are constantly updated 
thanks to feedback and experience. 

Law enforcers regularly have to deal with controlling and managing crowds, and they have 
adapted remarkably well to the changing threats and circumstances of the last few decades. 
Their capacities and high-level technical skills have been acquired thanks to continued training 
and regular coaching for units.

Training concerns individuals as well as groups and units, and involves becoming proficient in 
using equipment and all kinds of techniques. Missions of this kind are physically, mentally and 
technically challenging and can only be carried out by specially trained, well-equipped units.  

French operators and industrials are in a position to propose all levels of human and technical 
training in national training centres. They are also capable of teaching most of their courses in 
other interested countries.

SUPPorT for SECUrITy forCES:
Moving and stationing security forces calls for basic services such as catering and sanitation 
(e.g. showers, toilets).

This kind of support equipment is designed to recreate acceptable living conditions for people 
working on operations, and also plays a role in the comfort and morale of teams responsible for 
crowd control.

Pre-tested, all-weather mobile support systems are devised to satisfy these needs and can take 
the form of lightweight modules or equipped vehicles. 

For longer operations, fast set-up camps that include heating and air conditioning can provide 
solutions for accommodation, workrooms, canteens or command centres.
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Contact 
Mr. Daniel Auclair – Export Director   
Email: daniel.auclair@deveryware.com

Deveryware 

43, rue Taitbout - 75009 Paris -  France

Tel: +33 (0)1 80 90 54 80  

Web site: www.deveryware.com

dEvErywArE

SMART LOCATION-BASED SOLUTIONS

MASA GroUP

w w w . m a s a g r o u p . n e t

Intelligence  
and anticipation

For ten years, Deveryware has worked in close collaboration with law 
enforcement and security professionals to locate people, vehicles and 
goods in real time. 

The software solutions developed by Deveryware can be accessed 
worldwide through secure web service from any PC, laptop, smartphone, 
tablet or other device connected to the Internet.

Our software products are used to fight all sorts of crime and offence (petty 
crime, serious crime, terrorism) as they contribute to solve investigations 
faster and prevent threats. In the field of public order, Deveryware solutions 
can help manage a crowd in a short time. Deveryware also offers innovative, 
efficient and affordable solutions to companies concerned about their 
safety and security.

Our customers can access a wide range of powerful and easy-to-use 
functions: positions, alerts, reports, remote control of tracking beacons, etc. 
Alerts enable to be informed upon devices-related events (when something/
someone gets nearby or away from a place or another device, enters/exits 
a given area, gets outside a planned route…). Data and alerts can be shared 
with authorized third parties. The use of specific cellular location probes 
combined with smartphone data along with geolocation mapping provide 
useful and relevant information to locate and manage a static or moving 
crowd.

Software applications offered by Deveryware rely on the Geohub, an 
industrial platform with high availability processing billions of location 
operations per year. With cooperative connections to operators of 
communication network, the Geohub is able to locate a wide range  
of mobile devices (mobile phones, tracking beacons…). 

Company specialised in real time localisation tools

Modelling  
and real-life 
situations

A global company focused on the development of Artificial
Intelligence-based Modeling & Simulation (M&S) software

MASA Group (“MASA”) is a global company focused on the development of 
Artificial Intelligence-based Modeling & Simulation (M&S) software for the 
Defense, Homeland Security, Emergency Management, Healthcare, Serious 
Games and Games Development markets. A trusted developer of cutting-
edge AI technology for over fifteen years, MASA has founded its success 
on products that combine scalability, adaptability and low cost of ownership, 
with a strong standards-driven approach to technology. The MASA product 
range, including MASA SWORD and MASA LIFE is uniquely designed to 
simplify and optimize the implementation of Artificial Intelligence capabilities 
for automating and driving simulated behaviors. Such capabilities allow 
developers and end-users in various sectors to focus their efforts on enabling 
a series of cost-efficient and highly realistic applications – such as command 
staff training, crisis management preparedness, exercise preparation, after-
action review, doctrine & equipment analysis, and corporate training. MASA 
products are already in use by leading organizations worldwide, including 
the French Army, other major armies around the world, Amper Programas, 
Krauss-Maffei Wegmann, Saab, SGO, Thales and Cliffhanger Productions.

MASA Sword
SWORD is an automated, aggregated constructive simulation for efficient 
training and analysis, commercially available off-the shelf (COTS). Designed to 
help develop and deploy complex and highly realistic training scenarios and 
analysis for commanding officers and crisis managers, SWORD’s adaptable 
and open design makes it easy to be integrated into established simulations, 
enabling these systems to take advantage of more recent technologies such 
as true high-level automated aggregated simulation.

MASA LIfE
LIFE is an intuitive, adaptable AI middleware that allows the creation of 
smarter, more realistic and autonomous characters in simulations. LIFE 
introduces a ground-breaking behavior modeling workflow where developers,  
game-designers, or subject matter experts can work collaboratively to create 
autonomous characters. Thanks to its user-friendly graphical authoring tool, 
LIFE empowers non-technical users (such as doctrine experts) to author, 
calibrate, and debug autonomous, reusable behaviors within minutes. LIFE 
can be integrated with any simulation or game engine. MASA has already 
developed proofs of concept with VBS2, Delta3D and Unity3D.

Locations
MASA Group S.A.
8, rue de la Michodière – 75002 Paris – France
E-mail: info@masagroup.net; sales@masagroup.net

MASA Group Inc.
4560 South boulevard, Suite 295 – Virginia Beach, VA 23453 
Etats-Unis

MASA Group GmbH
Bahnhofstrass 136 – 82178 Geltensdorf - Germany
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BErTIN EvITECh

Contact

EVITECH

3 rue Buffon 
F-91440 ORSAY

Tel : 08 20 20 08 39 
Email: contact@evitech.com 
Website: www.evitech.com

french leading experts in the field of innovation

Since the very earliest days of the company, Bertin Technologies has been providing 
key input in the strategic sectors of Defense and Security. Our activities in this field 
include the provision of consulting and expertise, the performance of studies and 
the design and delivery of high-tech equipment.
From nuclear deterrence to surface-to-air combat, from biological and chemical 
control to «Homeland Security», Bertin Technologies provides key support to 
French and international Armed Forces (army, air force, navy).
Bertin Technologies is renowned for its high levels of skill, knowledge and know-how 
and counts among its clients the DGA (French arms procurement agency), the CEA 
(atomic energy commission), DCNS, EADS, Nexter, Safran and Thales, to name but 
a few.

SUrvEILLANCE & rECoNNAISSANCE of CrITICAL ArEAS
hovereye-Ex®, is a mini UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles), with tactical vertical take-
off and landing.
Equipped with a performing night & day camera and a high level image processing 
system, it guarantees stabilization, automatic detection and mobile targets 
tracking. Hovereye-EX® has a payload capacity up to 5 kg and an endurance of one 
hour ; it can reach operational areas in a 10 km radius.
vigisight® is an automatic image processing system designed for critical areas 
surveillance. It works with any day or night camera equipped with analog or digital 
video output. It provides real time image processing. It enables real time detection 
and tracking of either fixed or moving targets.

CBrN SoLUTIoNS - ChEMICAL ANd BIoLoGICAL dETECTIoN
Second Sight® is a standoff gas detection camera. Giving real time detection and 
visualization of the gas cloud, it is easy to deploy infield and it can detect a large 
range of gases up to 5km.

Coriolis recon® is a bio air sampler for the rapid detection of biological threats; 
light, robust and easy to deploy it allows long time monitoring of critical areas, in 
case of suspicious crisis.

INforMATIoN TEChNoLoGy - INTELLIGENCE & CyBErSECUrITy
MediaCentric® is an innovative solution for Media Monitoring and Cyber-defense, 
covering a whole monitoring process from multimedia (audio, video, text, image) and 
multilingual Open Source – Web (including Web TV, UGC, social networks, …) and 
TV/Radio (satellite, terrestrial, …) – data acquisition, to exploitation and reporting.

MediaSpeech® Lite is the portable solution for automatic speech transcription 
(broadcast speech/conversational speech) developed by Vecsys, Bertin 
Technologies’ subsidiary.

don’t hesitate to come and discover our solutions on our booth during Milipol
hall 5A – Stand r020

Contact
Tel : +33 1 39 30 60 00
Email : communication@bertin.fr
Bertin Technologies
BP 284
78053 Saint Quentin en Yvelines - France
Website : www.bertin.fr/en

Surveillance Surveillance

A wIdE rANGE of APPLICATIoNS CovErEd ThroUGh oNE 
APPLICATIoN : LyNx

 Ü People counting

 Ü Quick move detection

 Ü Crowd flow analysis

 Ü Crushing risks detection

 Ü Reverse direction and counter flow

 Ü Crowd flow incidents

 Ü Image control

 Ü Dome drive

 oUTSTANdING PErforMANCES
 Ü Detection inside dense crowds
 Ü Use of existing cameras
 Ü 3D perspective management
 Ü Easy set-up
 Ü Easy integration to supervisions
 ÜMulti applications in real time
 Ü Integrated calendar management
 Ü Configurable statistics and alerts
 Ü Full software solution running on COTS hardware

A LArGE SET of APPLICABLE SITUATIoNS

 Ü Transports (Passenger flow, Waiting)
 Ü Urban monitoring (Crowds, Demonstrations)
 ÜMalls (Visitors)
 Ü Sports (Visitors, Waiting, Evacuation)
 ÜMuseums (Visitors, Exits)
 Ü Security Forces (Events, Demonstrations, Monitoring)
 Ü Events and Shows (Visitors, Exits) 

EVITECH develops and commercializes one of the most reliable and 
robust image analysis solution for the video surveillance sector.

EVITECH is already a main provider of VCA solutions for government, 
defense and industry leaders, with products assessed by  the most 
demanding end-users.

Crowd Monitoring: A unique video analytics solution  
for risk management in public environments
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AIr-LyNx dATAhErTZ

Contact

Arnaud DELABY

94 allée jacqueline Auriol – ZAC du TEC 
30320 MARGUERITTES – France

Mobile: +33 (0) 6 46 10 44 82

Mailto: arnaud.delaby@datahertz.fr

Website : www.datahertz.fr

Contact

M Saenz Philippe – Président

Imm Mac Kinley-1 avenue de l’Atlantique – 91940 Les Ulis

Tel : 09.81.43.46.46

Mobile : 06.32.95.03.26

Email: philippe.saenz@air-lynx.com

Website: www.air-lynx.com

Communication  
systems

QUALITy AGrEEMENT

A leading in radio communication

DATAHERTZ is a leading in Radio communication and propose many 
services around Radio:

 Ü radio PMr analog: 2RP - 3RP – Simulcast – Multicast

 Ü  radio PMr digital  TETRA – TETRAPOL – APCO25 - DMR – GSMR

 Ü  Interconnexion sites radio  FH – RLAN – WLAN – HYPERLAN  
MESH

 Ü  dispatcher, Command and Control center (Firemen, Hospital, 
 sensitive industrial site)

 Ü  Géo Localisation, Réseau ANTHARES

 Ü  Applications  POLYALERTE et POLYALARME Soft in IP  
technology for Geo localisation Outdoor and indoor, Lone Worker 
Protection

PArTNEr AGrEEMENT

QUALITy AGrEEMENT

Communication  
systems

Manufacturer and supplyer of 4G-LTE private networks 
dedicated to fixed or  nomad professional usages.

AIr-LyNx 4G NoMAd ANd SECUrEd NETwork

AIR-LYNX proposes a 4G Private Network featuring all the natives ser-
vices required for professional usages. The solution provides a secured 
and  high data rate transmission.

AIR-LYNX 4G is based on recent LTE technology and takes advantage 
of frequency agility, compact packaging, ease of deployment and inter-
national standardization which warrants smooth evolution and long life 
duration. AIR-LYNX can also include in its supply, standard or ruggedized 
mobile terminals, as well as all the services required for deployment 
field engineering.

Fitting well military or public safety applications it can be supplied for fix 
or mobile facilities as a transportable version for tactical radio network 
deployment.

Crowd CoNTroL’S ChArACTErISTICS
 Ü High definition video transmission, in real-time, up and down,
 Ü Telephony: call waiting, alarms…,
 Ü PMR: group calls, Push To Talk, calls preemption, priority calls…,
 Ü End to end ciphering,
 Ü Geo-positioning of fixed or mobile sensors (cameras, drones, cars…),
 Ü Drone’s management.
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LUCEor

Contact:

LUCEOR 
2, Place Jules Gévelot 
92138 Issy-les-Moulineaux Cedex

Tel : +33 (0)1 47 36 22 80

Fax : +33 (0)1 47 36 79 35

Email : contact@luceor.com

Website : www.luceor.com

DEFENSE & SECURITE

Contact
Gilles LABORDE

1, rond-point General Eisenhower – CS 40605

31106 Toulouse Cedex 1 – France

Tel.: +33 (0)5 62 87 00 00  
Fax: +33 (0)5 62 87 00 01

mailto : defense.toulouse@cegelec.com

www.defense.cegelec.com

CEGELECCommunication  
systems

Luceor is the leading provider of high-performance 
outdoor wireless mesh networks.

Luceor’s WiMESH fully distributed solutions, performs under the most 
demanding circumstances in open, dense or changing environments. 
System deployments can be fixed or mobile, permanent or temporary, 
for periods of years, days or just hours. 

Luceor wireless systems are valued for their autonomy, fault tolerance, 
mobility, rapid implementation by non-technical personnel, and capa-
bilities to integrate seamlessly with existing IT infrastructure. Luceor 
systems are deployed for critical outdoor networking applications that 
cannot be served by traditional wired or wireless technologies. 

With unmatched hardware and software performance – up to 450 Mbit/s  
TCP per node – and flexibility of its configuration – 1, 2 or 3 radios enabled 
on demand – Luceor nodes allow multiple network topologies from point-
to-point to fully meshed architectures.

MoST PoPULAr APPLICATIoNS INCLUdE:
 Ü CCTV / video surveillance of public and private sites

 Ü Inter-building broadband connectivity (VoIP, data, video)

 Ü Access control and perimeter security

 Ü High-speed wireless broadband IP connectivity for vehicles

 Ü  Temporary video surveillance of major events: sports/cultural events, 
International summits

 Ü  Emergency Response: Deployment of reliable broadband networks in 
unforeseen emergency situations

kEy MArkET rEfErENCES INCLUdE:
 Ü  Government & Civil security departments for Rapid Deployment appli-
cations. ST(SI)², French’s Ministry of the Interior Lab, selected Luceor 
WiMESH technology as the standard technology for outdoor temporary 
network coverage to transmit HD video in real time. RAID (the elite unit 
of the National Police) and CRS (mobile units of the National Police) are 
among the most prestigious users.

 Ü  Ports, Logistics & Power Utilities companies for a variety of uses, such 
as connecting outdoor agents and vehicles in real time to the Corpo-
rate Information Systems whether for video-enabled site operations or 
security applications. Ports of Le Havre and Marseille (Local Entities of 
Dubai Port World) or EDF are world leader users.

 Ü  Local administrations in more than 60 cities to develop multi-services 
networks and for video surveillance applications.

defense & Security

Part of Vinci Energies, international group with a turnover of 9 billion€ and 
employing 64,000 employees worldwide, Cegelec Defence & Security, confirms 
with clients and partners, its position as major player, designer and integrator, in 
the fields of Defence and Security.
Present in the export, Cegelec Defence & Security supports its clients at all 
stages of their local or international projects.
In the field of the management of the crowds, Cegelec Défense & Sécurité 
proposes operational solutions to ensure the relay of the first participants by 
tactical means for use by civilian or military units to operate safely closer to the 
event.

PrE-EQUIPPEd ExPANdABLE ShELTErS
Expandable shelters covering the whole range of operational requirements and 
needs of crisis management :

 Ü The SAMD 6 C – Tactical Command and crisis management Post
 Ü The SAMD 5C – Medical projected Post
 Ü The SAMD 2C – NBC Tactical Laboratory,
 Ü The SMTE and UTE 400 – Mobile drinking water production unit and 

waste water treatment unit.

UTILITIES ANd SUPPorT EQUIPMENT 
Cegelec Defence & Security provides a wide range of utilities and support 
equipment. These utilities are offered both for civilian and military programs.

 Ü Power generation or conversion (50 Hz or 400 Hz generators), 400 Hz 
static or dynamic converters, 50/60 Hz converters)

 ÜMobile air conditioning units (from 1 kW to 330 kW),
 Ü Fixed hydraulic benches and mobile hydraulic generators with single or 

dual generation.

Control and  
command centre
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CofELy INEo

Contact 
Didier AZOULAY 
Chief Operating Officer

Tel : + 33 1 77 93 21 53 
Mobile: +33 6 18 64 83 14
Email: didier.azoulay@egidium-technologies.com

86 rue de Paris - 91400 Orsay 
Website : www.egidium-technologies.com

EGIdIUM TEChNoLoGIES

CofelyIneo, subsidiary of GDF-SUEZ group through its energy services branch, 
offers bottom up turnkey solutions for homeland security. CofelyIneo designs, 
builds, installs and maintains information, communication, safety & security 
systems, in France and abroad.

hyPErvISIoN

A global offer for your command and control centers based on a single, reliable, 
open, scalable software:

 Ü Introduce the overall vision of the situation to the decision maker through 
adapted dashboards and sensors,

 Ü Exchange various sources of interactive information with partners,
 Ü Assist the crisis director to react and solve an emergency situation in a 

complex environment by keeping control and monitoring information sources,
 Ü Include a population early warning and information system

MANAGING rISkS ANd ThrEATS

CofelyIneo implements a risks and threats analysis software. ASPHALES is a tool 
used to construct a joint frame of reference on risks, accessible to all authorized 
users. Capitalization of these processes constitutes a risk databank, shared and 
updated by users. 

ASPHALES can be used to geo-reference sources and their areas of impact, 
perform automatic target searches, manage risk control measures over time, 
and generate reader interfaces accessible to third parties. ASPHALES is also 
a crisis management support system, shared between players, accessible in 
hosted mode (SaaS) which protects data integrity, availability and confidentiality. 

SAfETy & SECUrITy of MAJor EvENTS

CofelyIneo offers a scalable, robust and non intrusive solution to optimize major 
events safety and security. Based on a wireless highly secure network, the 
system allows an interactive communications with the teams on the field, real 
time information about flows and density of people involved and supervision of the 
events through multi-sensors integration.

Bottom up turnkey solutions for homeland security

Control and  
command centre
Surveillance
Communication  
systems

Contact

Eric Bruder 
Ineo Smart Solutions / Market leader Global Security

1 place des degrés - 92059 PARIS LA DEFENSE CEDEX

Tél. +33 (0)1 39 26 15 09 
Mob. +33 (0) 6 84 10 79 98

eric.bruder@cofelyineo-gdfsuez.com 
www.cofelyineo-gdfsuez.com

Software solutions dedicated to the security  
and the safety of very sensitive sites

EGIDIUM TECHNOLOGIES is an innovative start-up developing and 
selling software solutions dedicated to the security and the safety of 
very sensitive sites.

The core technological added value is located in a software platform 
called ISAP (Integrated Security Automation Platform), which is 
built around:

 Ü An open and distributed software architecture,
 Ü A scalable and extensible data model,
 Ü  An event processing engine dedicated to complex 4D environment, able 
to aggregate non compatible heterogeneous data,
 Ü  Several differentiating functional modules processing security functions.

The platform and its modules are combined to deliver generic customer 
tailored solutions:

 Ü  Event Monitor©: a solution helping to coordinate and support security 
teams including crowd management functions,
 Ü  Swift Catch©: to identify unattended luggage and objects and reconstruct 
the trajectory of suspicious people within a site,
 Ü  Smart Shield©: a solution that provides convergence and integration of 
the different security systems, for intrusion management,
 Ü  Tactic Plan©: to prepare and monitor interventions,
 Ü  Target Locker©: a global solution that merges in real time data from 
heterogeneous systems.

By construction, all these solutions may include services like: simulation, 
training, lesson learning, automatic recording…

Control and  
command centre
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ThALES

Contact 
Sébastien Sabatier
Thales Communications & Security

20-22 rue Grange Dame Rose
CS 90519
78141 VELIZY Cedex

Tel: +33 (0)1 73 32 00 00

 Email: sebastien.sabatier@thalesgroup.com

 Website : www.thalesgroup.com 

Contact 
Département Export 
159 Av Gallieni 
93170 Bagnolet 
France

Tel: +33 1 55 82 15 00

E-mail: export@gkpro.fr

Website: www.gkpro.fr

Gk Pro

A world-leading player in the security market...

As leader in the integration of large-scale systems and services, Thales offers 
integrated and intelligent security solutions that rise to the two-fold challenge of 
better protecting the public and responding to the new needs of public services 
and governments.

INCrEASING SECUrITy ANd ProTECTING CITIZENS IN LArGE 
UrBAN ArEAS… 

 Ü Improving the decision-making process and  response time in the face 
of a major event or crisis

 Ü Guaranteeing the security of critical infrastructures (airports, stadiums, 
prisons,  public sites, etc.) in the city and on the outskirts of the city

 Ü Protecting citizens during large events  

…ThANkS To ProvEN SoLUTIoNS… 
 Ü Civil control and command centre (C4/C2/Mobile C2)
 Ü Intelligent video surveillance and crowd management solutions 
 ÜManagement of incidents and resources
 Ü Secured Professional Mobile Radio (PMR/LTE)
 Ü Protection and intrusion detection systems (video surveillance, access 

control, radar, SCADA)
 Ü Simulation and training solutions

…ALrEAdy IN oPErATIoN  
 ÜMexico city : Thales provides security for Mexico city, the 3rd largest me-

tropolitan area in the world with 22 million inhabitants. Thales deploys a fully 
integrated solution to conduct public security operations. 
Moreover, during  the annual pilgrimage to the basilica de Guadalupe which 
attracts more than 6.8 million people, Thales solutions enable to monitor 
crowd density and movements, providing comprehensive security coverage 
at this major event

 ÜMecca hadj : Thales guarantees the protection of four million pilgrims 
at the holy Muslim sites in Saudi Arabia. Thales has deployed the security 
centre in Mecca, which integrates intelligent image analysis technology to 
guide the pilgrims and ensure their protection against accidents caused by 
overcrowding at this site.

 Ü BdSP Public Security data Base: Thales deploys a fully integrated 
system designed for public order operations. BDSP provides French national 
gendarmerie at all levels of the organization with capabilities for taking 
emergency calls, managing incidents, emergency operations, and public 
order intelligence. BDSP is currently deployed and used by 60.000 users 
distributed over more than 4000 different sites covering the whole country 
(including overseas territories).

Law enforcement range of equipment

Founded in 1983, the French company GK PROFESSIONAL designs, 
manufactures and distributes its products to the French and foreign 
law enforcement authorities. GK PROFESSIONAL has maintained and 
championed a specific operating model for nearly 30 years; it has 
full control and direct responsibility through investment in its own 
facilities, logistics and techniques. GK PROFESSIONAL is able to meet 
user requirements through its design office and manufacturing unit in 
Paris, and can thus respond rapidly and precisely to market demands. 

oUr GoALS:
 Ü Ensure manufacturing quality of products
 Ü Inform and advise the customer
 Ü Comply with safety and confidentiality rules
 Ü Commit to an obligation of result

oUr rIoT-CoNTroL EQUIPMENTS :

Our law enforcement range of equipment, offers protection against 
thrown objects, protection from blows made with blunt objects (metal 
object, stone, baseball bat, etc. ) and from edged objects (knives, 
screwdrivers, chisels, etc.). It has a maximum resistance to different 
shocks: ~100 joules. 

This lightweight and comfortable suit is designed to protect while 
allowing ease of movement. The latest developments of the RIOT 
CONTROL range meet the requirements and technical specifications 
of the French national police, Gendarmerie and Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs as well as those of numerous law enforcement authorities, 
worldwide.

As designers, Gk® ProfESSIoNAL can offer the products that 
best meet your needs: 

 Ü colour selection,
 Ü customization,
 Ü technical modifications.

Techniques, materials and needs change regularly. 

Gk® ProfESSIoNAL is able to adapt to these changes. 

Law  
enforcement 
protection 

Control and  
command centre
Surveillance
Communication  
systems
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Contact 
Charles GILLIBERT  
Direction Marketing Communication & Innovation

Tel: +33 1 34 26 52 52
Email : charles.gillibert@groupemarck.fr

Groupe Marck 
145, rue Michel Carré – 95100 Argenteuil – France
Website : www.groupemarck.fr

GroUPE MArCk ProTECoP

OUR MISSION

PROTECOP

YOUR PROTECTIO
N

headquarter 
34, avenue des Champs-Elysées 
75008 PARIS

Tél : +33 (0) 1 45 62 39 54

Law  
enforcement 
protection

Uniform and equipment solutions

Groupe Marck is a French industrial group designing and selling 
uniform and equipment solutions for public authorities and companies 
in France and worldwide. 

By taking advantage of its large knowing of the market and its leading 
position, it has created its own excellence research department: 
GROUPE MARCK INNOVATION.  All products meet high quality 
standards and are tested with certificated laboratories.

EXO³ is the first brand stemming from this research 
department, dedicated to the protection of action’s men: 
anti-riot equipement, ballistic and protection against 
heat stress. It provides a reliable and adapted solution to 

different needs and missions.

www.exo3.com

GroUPE MArCk IN fIGUrES:
 Ü 7 production units in France and 2 in the world
 Ü Almost 500 employees in France
 Ü 2012 turnover: 107 M€

GroUPE MArCk kNow howS 

ANdor STAr Equipments for Defense and district authorities

BALSAN Uniforms and corporate wear

B.B.A Accessories for uniforms

LA CALAISIENNE Uniforms and corporate wear

MArCk Clothing for security forces worldwide

ProMo CoLLECTIvITES Community supplier

SILLINGEr Inflatable boats and structures

SofExI Equipment for public authorities worldwide

vTN Technical clothing

Contact 
Email: protecop@protecop.com

Commercial Ets 
2194 route de Thiberville 
BP 104 
27301  BERNAY CEDEX

Tél : + 33 (0)2 32 45 80 80 
Site : www.protecop.com

PROTECOP started producing clothing in the early 90s to provide 
users with:  

 Ü Protection 
 ÜMobility 
 ÜMeans of dissuasion

Multiple solutions are available in close collaboration with users. 

With 30 years of experience, PROTECOP is an established, 
recognized expert in personal protection for law enforcement 
and ballistics. Equipped with the latest technologies, PROTECOP 
develops exclusive equipment thanks to its integrated services: 
R&D, design department, prototype workshop, etc.
PROTECOP possesses its own production tool, meaning it can 
control its products from design through to manufacture.

Crowd Control equipment for first responders is subject to 
experimental standardization that boosts France’s export 
potential in terms of crowd control expertise. 
(cf. Afnor experimental standard No. XP  S 74 -303)

our Mission, your Protection
our commitments: Customer focus / Innovation / deadlines/ Quality / Satisfaction

Law  
enforcement  
protection

Initially adopted by the French riot Police and 
Gendarmerie, the new generation range is now 
worn by numerous police forces in Europe, like the 
Belgian and Dutch polices.

NEw GENErATIoN rANGE
Impact-resistant / Anti-penetration range

CErTIfICATIoNS

ACCRÉDITATION 
COFRAC

 N° 4-0014 
PORTÉE 

DISPONIBLE SUR 
www.cofrac.fr
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Contact 
ALSETEX  
Usine de Malpaire 
72300 PRECIGNE

Tél: +33 (0) 243 9v

ALSETEx NoBEL SPorT

Law enforcement Products

With nearly 100 years of experience, Alsetex is a subsidiary of the Etienne 
Lacroix Group, a 100% family-owned corporation.

Over 40 years of experience in delivering non lethal solutions to meet the 
specific needs of law enforcement and public order mission

LAw ENforCEMENT
 Ü 56 mm Range

The 56 mm range provides a panoply of non-lethal effects for a graduated 
response by means of modular ranges and effects.

UrBAN vIoLENCE
 Ü 40 mm and defense spray ranges

This 40 mm medium-strength range affords precision in an adapted 
response. The tear gas effects are supplemented by kinetic effects.

SPECIAL oPErATIoNS
 Ü Hand grenades

The range of hand grenades completes the 56 and 40 mm ranges. The 
numerous effects it offers are for both training and intervention.

Intermediate  
resources

The french specialist in law enforcement 
applications

Nobel Sport is the French specialist in law enforcement applications 
with the capability to adapt its products to the customer requirements. 
Thanks to its core business activity in manufacturing hunting and 
shooting cartridges and its components such as powder, Nobel sport is 
the specialist in ballistics which is a real strength for its law enforcement 
department.

The three main product families are : tear gas grenades in different 
models for riot control - 40x46 ammo less lethal impact neutralization 
one and CS version - Hunting, shooting and law enforcement shotshells 
and its components.

 

The Nobel Sport law enforcement key products are the following:

MP7 TEAr GAS GrENAdES 56MM

The MP7 is especially dedicated for riot control and creates a fast and 
durable CS cloud. It can be operated by hand, with special launcher, with 
shotgun with self propelled launching system.

40x46 NATo CALIBEr AMMo rANGE (IMPACT, CS ANd GrENAdE)

The less lethal impact ammo can be shot from 10m to 50m very 
accurately to neutralize people in safe and controlled conditions. With 
the same launcher, the CS version creates a fast and durable CS cloud 
at different distances 50m, 100m or 150m. A CS hand grenade version 
is also available in this 40mm diameter range.

GTS TEAr ANd SoUNd GrENAdE

The GTS has been developed to create a double destabilizing and 
instantaneous effect. With both sound (130 db) and tear irritant powder 
effect with CS, this grenade helps disengagement of the police forces 
from bad position and forces the evacuation of people entrenched in 
confined spaces (apartment, cellar…).

Intermediate 
resources

Contact

Philippe Chamoret - Sales & Marketing Manager
Mobile: + 33 (0)6 83 92 00 89
Email: p.chamoret@nobelsport.fr

Nobel Sport
57, Rue Pierre Charron – 75008 Paris 

Tel : +33 (0)1 56 43 69 74 

Website www.nobelsport.fr
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Contact 
Guillaume Verney-Carron® (General Manager) 
Pierre Cauquelin (Export Manager)

Tel: 04 77 79 15 00 
Fax: 04 77 79 07 02 
Email: export@verney-carron.com

Website: www.verney-carron-security.com 
Website: www.verney-carron.com

vErNEy-CArroN CENTIGoN

Answer to its best the needs of the different 
forces in charge of law enforcement

French leading gun manufacturer since 1820, Verney-Carron, fa-
mily-owned company, has developed a full range of Less Lethal Solu-
tions, both for crowd control and Urban Violence.

Indeed, in the early 1990’s, under repeated calls  from the French Na-
tional Police, Verney-Carron launched the development of a new brand, 
new firearm capable of delivering an effective solution to riot police 
dealing with protestors, demonstrations and aggressive gatherings, 
day-in, day-out. This is when the Flash Ball was born!

To face the worldwide new rising needs of the different forces in 
charge of law enforcement, Verney-Carron has created a dedicated 
Department «Verney-Carron Security» and has extended its range of 
products.

fLASh-BALL SUPEr Pro² - CAL.44*83

Dedicated to face Urban Violence, its unique double barreled configura-
tion allows 2 shots in a very short time.

Its integrated Picatinny rail makes it easy to be accessorized

fLASh-BALL MoNo Pro – CAL.44*83

Dedicated to be used in closed areas and at short distance, its single 
shot barrel makes it very compact and easy to carry.

fLASh-BALL AMMUNITIoNS – CAL 44*83

The large range of Flash Ball (cal 44*83) ammunition with is New short 
distance «Soft Ball» (7 to 20 meters), its  Marking Ball, its Buck Shots 
and its CS (7 payloads 50 meters and 3 clouds 100 meters) is an 
answer to every user’s needs.

NEw LAUNChEr LP40 – CAL 40*46 NATo

Dedicated to Crowd control operations, its cold hammered rifled bar-
rel provides a good resistance and enhanced accuracy. Its simplified 
locking system makes it one of the fastest to load&unload.

Verney-Carron Security today’s commitment is to provide a Global Less 
Lethal Solution.

Intermediate  
resources

Secure & armoured mobility

With a 60+ year track record in armour integration, CENTIGON 

provides secure, armoured mobility including cash-in-transit, 

passenger and military vehicles. With extensive manufacturing and 

R&D expertise, CENTIGON vehicles protect against multiple ballistic 

threats from handgun to armour piercing and blast effects. 

A systematic control of the materials is conducted in our laboratory 

to ensure traceability; we’ve conducted dozens of full-vehicle tests 

as well as thousands of ballistic tests over the past decade using 

reputable independent testing facilities like Qinetiq and Mellrichstadt.

In the field of crowd control, CENTIGON offers multiple armoured 

vehicles including not only the traditional riot control functionalities 

but also additional, innovative features to better protect the crew and 

provide timely riot response time. As an example, riot control vehicles 

armoured by CENTIGON can be equipped with advanced water 

cannons, holding cell, siren, bull bar, and barricade. Multiple platforms 

are available (Mercedes Unimog / Atego / Actros, Renault Trucks…) 

and provide protection up to B7 (VPAM Klasse 9).

CENTIGON France SAS is one of the seven factories in the  

Carat Security Group. The Carat Security Group employs 800 

employees worldwide and delivers 1400 armoured vehicles from 

1 to 40 tons per year.

Mobility

Contact
Jean-Philippe TIBLE
Vice President of Products and Market Development
Cell.: +33 (0) 609 74 71 12
Email: jp.tible@caratsecurity.com 

CENTIGoN france SAS
ZI – 42 rue d’Armor - BP 90447 - 22404 Lamballe Cedex - France
Ph.: +33 (0) 296 52 12 80  - Fax: +33 (0) 296 34 72 65
Email : info@caratsecurity.com  

Website : www.caratsecurity.com
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rENAULT TrUCkS dEfENSE

Contact
renault Trucks defense 
15 bis allée des marronniers 
78008 Versailles Cedex

Tél. +33 1 77 71 20 00 
www.renault-trucks-defense.com

CIvIPoL

Contact
CIVI.POL Conseil

9 rue Notre-Dame des Victoires 
75002 Paris 
France

Tel. : + 33 1 45 44 85 20 
Fax : + 33 1 45 44 38 54 
Website: www.civipol.fr

A multi-brand holding offering a complete range of defense  
and homeland security wheeled vehicles

Mobility

RENAULT TRUCKS Defense, part of the Volvo Group Governmental 
Sales, is now a multi-brand holding company with ACMAT Defense 
and PANHARD Defense. The group traces its roots back to the very 
first French tank during World War I. Now the three brands and their 
overall staff of around 1500 offer their customers a complete range 
of Defense and Homeland security wheeled vehicles (from 3.5 to 42 
tons). 

RENAULT TRUCKS Defense is a legacy supplier of the French armed 
forces with 4000 VAB Mk1 4x4 armoured personnel carriers and 
thousands of tactical and logistic trucks in service. It also supplies 
the complete 8x8 driveline of the French Army’s 630 VBCI infantry 
fighting vehicles and the special chassis of the CAESAR 155 mm self-
propelled howitzer. Renault Trucks Defense’s customer portfolio also 
includes more than 65 other countries worldwide. 1000 VAB Mk1 
APCs have been sold worldwide so far, whereas new models such as 
the Sherpa Light 4x4 tactical vehicle have already secured their first 
export contracts. 

Renault Trucks Defense has developed a complete Defense and 
Homeland defense range. These vehicles have a large interior 
volume/payload capacity, offer protection against multiple threats 
and all-terrain mobility.

INTErNAL SECUrITy rANGE 
MISSIoNS : 
Police: riot control, intervention units, special units.

Border Guard: surveillance and intervention.

Peace keeping and peace enforcement.

VIP escort.

Engineering Equipment (ex wheel loaders).

vEhICLES : 
SHERPA LIGHT 4x4 : Station Wagon (SW) & Armored Personel 
Carrier (APC).

MIDLUM SECURITY (MIDS) 4x2 / 4x4.

HIGUARD 6x6.

Other specialized vehicles : riot-control vehicle on KERAX chassis,  
VAB 6x6…

Training, Advice  
and assistance

The consulting and service company  
of the french Ministry of Interior

CIVI.POL Conseil, the consulting and service company of the French 
Ministry of Interior provides services related to homeland security, 
civil protection and governance.

CIVI.POL Conseil accompanies partner countries and companies 
throughout the different stages of their projects in training, auditing, 
consulting and technical support:

CoNSULTING

Consulting services to foreign states:

 Ü Assessment,

 ÜModernization of services

 Ü Assistance with project management,

 Ü Change management…

And to companies:

 Ü Support in developing industrial offers,

 Ü Security audits in the context of development in a foreign country,

 Ü Consultancy on protection of people and property,

 Ü Assistance in the implementation of equipment programs…

TrAINING

CIVI.POL Conseil works within States and companies in order to mo-
dernize their departments through training:

 Ü Training instructors,

 Ü Upgrading or assistance in starting up new equipment,

 Ü Development and optimization of training centers,

 Ü Country risk training for expats…
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Contact 
M. Pascal de Miceli   
Email: pascal.demiceli@groupedci.com

dEfENSE CoNSEIL INTErNATIoNAL
2, place Rio de Janeiro BP 1908 – 75362 Paris Cedex 08
Tél. +33 (0)1 44 95 26 00

Website : www.dci.com

dCI

© Sirpa Gendarmerie

Contact 
SERT  
20 Grande Rue 
26300 Barbières - France

Tel : +33 (0)4 75 47 26 26  
Fax : +33 (0)4 75 47 24 00 

Email : info@sert.fr 
Website : www. sert.fr

SErT

reference partner of the Ministry of defence

Defense Conseil International (DCI), as a reference partner of the Ministry 
of Defence and working in close cooperation with the Ministry of the 
Interior, aims at transferring the technical and operational know-how of 
the French Gendarmerie and special forces. Each training is adjusted to 
the beneficiary forces’ needs.

DCI relies on the best experts to provide advice, training courses and 
support in the different areas of excellence of the Gendarmerie. These 
services are offered to friendly units in a spirit of brotherhood in arms.

This mission is based on the following competences:
 Ü control of violence: restrained, flexible, proportional and non-lethal response;
 Ü behaviour in the event of opening of fire;
 Ü use of helicopters day and night;
 Ü action in rural, semi-urban and urban areas;
 Ü quaternary grouping for squadrons of the Mobile Gendarmerie;
 Ü interoperability with the armed forces and the national police force.

Please see below the training, advice and support services provided by 
DCI in the specific field of crowd management:

 Ü  Basic training for personnel who must intervene, manage and control 
a very hostile crowd or in a conflict situation in a theatre of operations: 
security personnel, crowd control or reestablishment of public order in 
the event of insurgency;
 Ü  Advanced training for executives (instructors and/or unit commander) 
who must conduct the same missions of crowd management;
 Ü  Immersion training to watch command and intervention techniques 
of executives (senior officer and/or officer), for personnel who must 
command a crowd management unit in front of a calm or hostile crowd, 
during a major event, a large gathering, a social demonstration or on a 
theatre of operations.

Training, Advice  
and assistance

Improving the life support in critical conditions

Support for  
security forces

For more than 30 years, SERT offers a wide range of mobile field utilities for 
Defence and Security sectors to improve the life support in critical conditions.

Its 12,000 m2 modern plants regroup all the production steps from R&D and 
Manufacture to the worldwide marketing and services. 

Keeping efficiency in mind, SERT has developed its equipment based on high 
standardization of components resulting in simple and cost effective maintenance 
as well as very low rate of spare parts inventory to keep.

All those units are used in major European and world Armies. SERT has proved its 
reliability and ability to match the needs of the people in the field during various 
military, peace keeping and emergency missions.

Thanks to the latest and highest technology equipment, SERT offers a comprehensive 
range of modules, trailer mounted and containerised products in three business 
areas:

CATErING
 ÜModular Cooking Equipment 
 Ü Field Kitchen/bakery, Cold trailer
 Ü Containerized Kitchen/Bakery 
 Ü Containerized Catering unit                  

SANITATIoN
 ÜModular Sanitary Equipment
 Ü Sanitary trailers
 Ü Field Laundry, Shower units
 Ü Containerized Sanitation units

LIfE CAMP
 Ü  Space Heater
 ÜMobile Air Conditioners
 ÜWater Heater Module
 ÜMultipurpose Trailers

SERT has a high efficient Quality and Environment management system certified 
ISO 9001, AQAP 2110 and ISO 14001 for all its business units.
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GICAT is an association of land and air-land defence and 
security industries. Over 250 professional French companies 
are members of the group, including leading industrial 
contractors, systems and equipment manufacturers, and 
a high proportion of SMEs. GICAT represents the interests 
of the profession and is actively involved in the international 
development of its members, 60% of which work in security.

GICAT, along with its subsidiary COGES, organizes the 
EUROSATORY exhibition, the world’s premier land and  
air-land defence trade show. It also carries out international 
development activities by organizing French pavilions at 
security and defence exhibitions overseas.

French association of land and air-land Defence and Security industries

3 Avenue Hoche  - 75008 Paris - France

Tel: +33 1 44 14 58 20 

www.gicat.com


